Zappiti 4K HDR – Media Solutions
Zappiti is a World Class Manufacturer and leader in 4K media platforms and media center solutions. Since
2010, the company designs and builds connected 4K media players, set-top-boxes and video servers.

Zappiti 4K HDR:
HDMI 2.0a Media Players

Zappiti Mini 4K HDR: Set top box

Zappiti One 4K HDR: Internal 3.5" SATA HDD bay with hot swap function

Zappiti One SE 4K HDR: Dual HDMI output + Internal 3.5" SATA HDD

Zappiti Duo 4K HDR: Dual internal 3.5" SATA HDD bay with hot swap function

Zappiti PRO 4K HDR: Dual internal 3.5" SATA HDD bay with hot swap function, high end power supply and components ,
first media player in the world to receive ISF Certification

Zappiti PRO 4K HDR CINEMA Edition The PRO 4K HDR , tweaked and finely tuned by Audiocom , the world reference
company specialized in mods of high end AV & Hifi equipments

Zappiti Mini 4K HDR: The Entry Level
-

HDMI 2.0a
HEVC / H.265 with 10-Bit support
HDR (High Dynamic Range)
4K 60p and auto-framerate
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
Zappiti Video (integrated media center)
Backlit Remote Control
IR extender / IP control + drivers
SATA connector for external HDD (up to 16 TB)
Zappiti MagicPixel v2 enhancement
Tablet / smartphone app
Zappiti Music Control app to control music without TV

Zappiti One 4K HDR: The Master One
-

HDMI 2.0a
HEVC / H.265 with 10-Bit support
HDR (High Dynamic Range)
4K 60p and auto-framerate
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
Backlit Remote Control
5x USB ports
Coaxial Digital Audio Output
IR / IP control + drivers
Zappiti MagicPixel v2 enhancement
Zappiti Video (integrated media center)
Tablet / smartphone app
SATA HDD slot with hot swap function (up to 32 TB)

Zappiti One SE 4K HDR: The Special Edition
-

Dual HDMI 2.0a (Main and Audio Only)
HEVC / H.265 with 10-Bit support
HDR (High Dynamic Range)
4K 60p and auto-framerate
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
5x USB ports
Backlit Remote Control
IR extender / IP control + drivers
Coaxial Digital Audio Output (Gold)
Zappiti MagicPixel v2 enhancement
Zappiti Video (integrated media center)
Tablet / smartphone app
SATA HDD slot with hot swap function (up to 32 TB)
Removable Wi-Fi antennas

Zappiti Player 4K Duo: The First Class
The world first HDMI 2.0 media player with dual HDD slot.
-

HDMI 2.0a
HEVC / H.265 with 10-Bit support
HDR (High Dynamic Range)
4K 60p and auto-framerate
Zappiti Media Center V4
Backlit Remote Control
IR / IP control + drivers

-

Coaxial Digital Audio Output
5x USB ports
Zappiti MagicPixel v2 enhancement
Tablet / smartphone app
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
Dual SATA HDD slot with hot swap function
(up to 32 TB)

Zappiti Pro 4K HDR : High-End Media Player
The First Universal Media Player in the industry to receive ISF Certification
-

Dual HDMI 2.0a (Main and Audio Only)
HDMI in
HEVC / H.265 with 10-Bit support
HDR (High Dynamic Range)
4K 60p and auto-framerate
Zappiti Media Center V4
Backlit Remote Control
IR / IP control + drivers
Ultra-rigid steel chassis
High Quality Headphone Output

-

Coaxial Digital Audio Output
Zappiti MagicPixel v2.5 enhancement
Tablet / smartphone app
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
Dual SATA HDD slot with hot swap function
(up to 32 TB)
High-end power supply ( R -Core)
Zero Signal
Gold -Plated Ports
Top-quality components
Fanless

Zappiti Pro 4K HDR Audiocom : Cinema Edition
Same specifications as the PRO 4K plus :
Power Supply upgrades
Audiocom’s Pro 4K Cinema
Edition features an improved
power supply using components
specially selected to achieve the
lowest noise; including high
current Schottky diodes, audiograde low ESR capacitors with
additional film bypassing. The
benefits are a reduction in noise
artefacts at the output resulting in
a cleaner power supply.

Femto Clock
Realising the importance of low
jitter in the video domain,
Audiocom installs a very high
precision clock for the Realtek
RTD1295 processor (SoC) to
optimise the video and audio data
processing. The new clock is
highly accurate to within 0.01ppm
with an extremely low jitter figure
of 77 Femtoseconds making it one
of the lowest in the industry.

New Power Supply Filtering
Audiocom equips the Pro 4K Cinema
Edition with enhanced power supply
filtering; for a cleaner AC mains
supply. A very high-quality Furutech
NCF IEC inlet with 6N Copper wiring
is fitted to the power input board.
Furutech’s NCF technology provides
the ultimate electrical and
mechanical damping to the incoming
power line achieving a lower noise
floor.

EMI/RFI Conditioning
A digital media player is a busy
environment for electromagnetic
noise. This high-frequency noise
spectrum can pollute the
sensitive power supply circuits
and reduce performance.
Audiocom applies a material that
works to cancel out the negative
effects of EMI noise and improve
the conditions for video and audio
signal transfer.

Zappiti NAS RIP
Our powerful 8-bay NAS with RIP function
can backup your Audio CD, DVD, Blu-ray
(2D/3D) and even UHD 4K discs! It’s the
perfect solution for home entertainment to
enjoy audio and video content in multiple
room in your home.
With high performance video processing technology and
a rich integrated media center application, the all new
Zappiti NAS RIP 4K HDR delivers an optimal value for
Zappiti users to build up an ideal video library storage
and features a rich entertainment hub.

Zappiti NAS RIP 4K HDR:

CD Audio, DVD, Blu-ray (2D & 3D) and UHD Rip
The built-in optical disc drive supports fullyautomated bit-for-bit backup of your 4K UHD Bluray, Blu-ray (both 2D & 3D), DVD and Audio CD
discs. Open the tray of the Blu-ray player. Insert
your disc and this is it! The Zappiti NAS RIP 4K
HDR do everything for you! There is nothing else
to do! Once your disc is ripped and back up in the
internal storage of the Zappiti NAS, it is ejected
and you just have to insert another one.

The system Zappiti NAS RIP won many award such
as Best of Show Winner at the CEDIA Expo and the
winner of the Sound + Image Awards 2018.

Zappiti NAS RIP
Multiroom
Enjoy movies throughout your home by
adding Zappiti media players and play Bluray quality movies to up to 8 zones
simultaneously (up to 16 zones in DVD
quality and 4 in 4K quality). Each media
player operates independently so you can
watch different movies in different rooms
of your home.

Zappiti NAS RIP: Yacht

With the Zappiti NAS RIP 4K HDR, you can fully enjoy Zappiti in the
comfort of your yacht or your private plane even without an Internet
connection. All key Zappiti features will be available to enjoy, except for
operations requiring an Internet connection such as downloading of movie
trailers, subtitle downloads or analysis of new movies. Zappiti works the
same way with private planes, motor coaches and other environments
with limited or no Internet connection.

Astonishing GUI
The amazing new Zappiti Player 4K
sets an entirely new standard in Media
Center with an astonishing GUI, 3D
effects, motion design, reflections and
optional, beautiful skins. Zappiti
settings allow you to enable/disable
some visual features such as top
movie covers (Blu-ray, DVD, MKV,
etc...), and light effects.

Zappiti Video
The Zappiti 4K HDR range is compatible with Zappiti
Video. This integrated media center offers cover art
exploration, while also providing detailed information
(subtitles, actors, director, release date...), for your
movie and TV show files. Zappiti features an automatic
category index of movies and TV shows. Then you can
edit information for every file, change the cover,
directly from the media player with the RC, from your
computer MAC/PC or even from your
tablet/smartphone.

Zappiti Video: Convenient Home Page
The new Zappiti Video has completely upgraded the media
center experience with a new and intuitive home page that
provides direct access to your ongoing movies and TV shows
or the next episode if you already watched a previous one. On
the bottom of the main page, you can add shortcut to any
category such as 4K, 3D, concerts, sagas, top movies, children
movies, …
You also can add a shortcut to Zappiti Explorer or Zappiti
Music.

Zappiti Collections.

For each Zappiti account it is possible to
create as many collection as you want. If you
have two different houses, you can manage
two media collections from a single computer
or from a Zappiti media player. If you are
using many hard drives, you can associate a
dedicated collection for each hard drive or
different users.

Movies Sagas.

The films from sagas are automatically
placed in groups and sorted by release date. A
saga cover dedicated to the collection is
associated with the group and movies are
displayed in a stunning carousel with great
3D motion effects!

Zappiti Bonus Live.

Zappiti Bonus Live give you access to
additional contents of the movies such as:
Making Of, Deleted Scenes, Extracts,
Reviews, Blooper Reels, Soundtracks...

Zappiti

Movie Wall Experience

Set the Zappiti GUI in:
- 2 rows,
- 3 rows,
- 4 rows,
- or Movie Wall

Zappiti Music
Zappiti Music is a new app
dedicated to music playback
designed for Zappiti players. Listen
to your favorite tracks, and manage
your music collection in a simple
way. With Zappiti Music you can
play your favorite music stored
anywhere on your home network or
on a local drive connected to your
Zappiti media player.

Playback Options:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Timeline direct access.
Loop (Title/Playlist).
Shuffle.
Chained.
Next/Previous track.
Play/Pause.

Key Features:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

File management (copy, cut, past, rename...).
Playlist management.
Favorite management.
Track exclusion.
Compatible with both Zappiti 4K & 4K HDR.
Media info and tags.
Thumbnails (internal and external in JPG).
Search engine (filters).
Folder shortcuts.
Compatible with tablets and smartphones Android & iOS.

What Press reviews say about Zappiti:
When I review media players, I concentrate mainly on the software and the
user interface. But Zappiti presents a compelling image that is cut above
what I’ve seen from rank-and-file streamers like Roku and Apple TV.
Suffice it to say that the Pro 4K Player’s output is every bit as good as
what I see from my OPPO UDP-203.
There’s very little to complain about here. The Zappiti Pro 4K HDR Media
Player has gone where home theater PCs and DIY movie servers have
failed to go. Zappiti has come up with a slick and intuitive user interface that
rivals that of the best streaming boxes while offering easy access to almost
limitless content. Thanks to its 32TB storage capacity, you can add the
contents of 600 Blu-rays or 300 Ultra HD discs. And through its networking
capability, you can add more boxes if your library grows larger than that.
Since it also serves up music and photos, it truly can be a one-box solution
for delivering media in the home.
https://hometheaterhifi.com/reviews/audio-player/media-players/zappiti-pro-4k-hdr-media-player-review/

